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Achievement

Achievement with Merit

Demonstrate understanding of biological Demonstrate in-depth understanding of
ideas relating to a mammal(s) as a
biological ideas relating to a mammal(s)
consumer(s).
as a consumer(s).

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of biological ideas
relating to a mammal(s) as a
consumer(s).

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.
If you need more space for any answer, use the page(s) provided at the back of this booklet and clearly
number the question.
Check that this booklet has pages 2 –8 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
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Merit exemplar 2016
Subject:

Biology Level 1

Grade
score

Standar.d:

90929

Tot11fscore:

17

Annotation
Incorrectly identified that physical digestion breaks down large insoluble food
MOLECULES into smaller soluble food MOLECULES, it should be large bits
into smaller bits - physical digestion does not breakdown at the molecular
level.
Correctly identifies that chemical digestion uses enzymes (A)

1

M6

Correctly identifies that physical digestion increases the surface area of the
food to increase the rate of chemical digestion as it increases the area
exposed for the enzymes to act upon (M)
Explains how chemical digestion breaks down so the glucose, fatty acids etc
can be absorbed (M)
Correctly identifies and explains what the different teeth in the seal do (M)
Correct knows that chemical digestion does not occur in the mouth but that
pepsin digests the protein in the stomach (M)
But doesn't compare and contrast the Tl/VO processes and discuss why both
are needed in the seal therefore not E
Correctly identifies and describes aerobic respiration (A) and anaerobic
respiration (A) although the equation of anaerobic respiration does not include
ATP/ energy they clearly know that anaerobic respiration uses less oxygen

2

M5

Has identifies that aerobic respiration is best for the runner as it releases
energy slowly and can be sustained over for longer (M) also has gone on to
explain that aerobic respiration produces 38 ATP's and anaerobic produces
only 2ATP's which could also have been that M point
Correctly explains how the glucose gets to the muscles cells (M) - Tl/VO M
points therefore M5
Incorrectly identified Sample A as best so no more marks.
Enzymes break down carbohydrates into glucose, proteins into amino acids
and lipids into fatty acids and glycerol (A)
pH will affect enzymes activity as if not at optimum they will denature / active
site change shape so they will no longer work (M)

M6

Has idea that different parts of digestive system in the organisms have
different pH's so that the enzymes can work at their optimum pH and has
given examples of specific examples in the digestive system (M)
Has identified a number of digestive fluids that occur in the digestive system to
help maintain the optimum pH so that the enzymes can work best (M)
THREE M points therefore M6 but hasn't really discussed clearly the role of
the digestive juices throughout the digestive system and how they maintain
the optimum conditions for each specific enzyme to work best OR discussed
the similarities between the digestive systems of the human and the horse.

